Key indicators: single-crystal X-ray study; T = 296 K; mean (C-C) = 0.003 Å; R factor = 0.045; wR factor = 0.153; data-to-parameter ratio = 16.3.
Experimental
Crystal data Table 1 Hydrogen-bond geometry (Å , ). supplementary materials Acta Cryst. (2012) . E68, o2386 [doi:10.1107/S1600536812029935] (R*)-Methyl 2-(2,6-dimethoxy-3,5-dinitrobenzamido)propanoate
D-HÁ

Xiaofei Li and Yan Tong Comment
Amides and Imides widely exist in many biological activity compounds or could be used as prodrugs (Sykes et al., 1999) .
We synthesized the title compound and shall examine its biological activity. In the title molecule, C 13 H 15 N 3 O 9 , the nitro groups are tilted with respect to the benzene mean plane by 22.8 (3) and 31.6 (3)°. The methoxy groups are cis conformation. In the crystal structure the molecules are linked by strong N-H···O (H···O 2.02 Å; N···O 2.850 (2) Å; N-H···O i 162° symmetry code: (i) 1+x, y, z) hydrogen bonds into C(3) chains along [100] (Bernstein et al., 1995) .
Experimental
To a solution of D-alanine methyl ester hydrochloride (0.7 g, 5 mmol) and triethylamine (0.5 ml) in dry methylene chloride (100 ml) was added 2,6-dimethoxy-3,5-dinitrobenzoyl chloride 1.4 g, 5 mmol in dry methylene chloride (50 ml) at 0°C. The mixture was allowed to warm to room temperature for 1 h. After concentration the residue was subjected to chromatography (petroleum ether/ ethyl acetate, 3:1) to provide the product as a yellow crystal (1.3 g, 74.5%).
Refinement
The C-bound H-atoms were included in calculated positions and treated as riding atoms: C-H = 0.93, 0.96 and 0.98 Å for CH(aromatic), CH 3 and CH(methine) H-atoms, respectively, and N-H = 0.86 Å, with U iso (H)= k τimes U eq (parent Catom, N), where k = 1.5 for CH 3 H-atoms and k = 1.2 for all other H-atoms. Friedel pairs were merged and that absolute structure was determined relative to the known chiral centers.
Computing details
Data collection: APEX2 ( A view of the molecular strcuture of the title compound; the displacement ellipsoids drawn at the 30% probability level. 
